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hypothesis
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Hypothesis
The thesis looks at resurrecting a neighborhood that has declined socially and has been divided by infrastructure. It seeks to solve social disconnects
within a community in the city of Atlanta, Georgia and to explore how architecture through the theories and design philosophies of phenomenology and
urban design can provide a solution.
This thesis aims to recapture the life, soul and vivacity of yesteryear by using modern means to dynamically create an area that fosters unity and social
interaction.
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Abstract
In Sensory Design by Author Joy Monice Malnar, she describes 1.The perception of a physical construct. 2. Assessment of its individual composition in relation to a
larger characteristic pattern. 3. Memories of prior personal and cultural experiences all play a part in conditioning ones perception and the totality of these factors can
be described as a spatio-sensory construct.
The experience of an area built on the foundation of a rich cultural history should be always be dynamic whether to a visitor or resident.

But what do you call a place where none of this is present?
Today, Sweet Auburn Avenue is not nearly as sweet as it used to be. What once used to be a lively, dynamic, prosperous area is now suffering from economic decline,
increased crime, and abandonment due to lack of financial investment. Socially the neighborhood has not recovered from the physical division of the I75/85 freeway
which was constructed in 1952.

In the span of 16 years (1976 - 1992) Sweet Auburn went from being designated as a National Historic Landmark to recognized as one of America’s 11 Most

Endangered Historic Places by the National Trust for Historic Preservation.*
The area suffers from lack of social gathering spaces which is a symptom of the existing zoning and programmatic distribution throughout the site. The buildings are nearly
all commercial with very little residential housing. This creates an area that makes everyone a visitor as opposed to a place where people stay and dwell. Abandoned and
neglected lots and buildings encourage crime and invites the homeless to search for shelter.

Symbolically the site does not reflect the life message of unity promoted by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. This unfortunate disconnect is amplified with the King
Memorial and burial sites and the King Birth home being apart of this neighborhood. The condition of the rest of the neighborhood does not represent it’s rich history nor
give due diligence to Dr. King and his vision.

Revitalizing this area without the traditional means of gentrification will be an additional challenge this thesis looks to overcome while producing an area that connects
people with a spatio-sensory construct that overcomes the division.
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Section 2
Research

More financial institutions, professionals, educators,
entertainers and politicians were on this one mile of street
than any other African American street in the South.
-sweetauburn.us
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history
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Although economically governed by the
restrictive Jim Crow Laws, from the 1920's
through the 1940's Sweet Auburn Avenue was
at the height of its social vigor.
Segregated by Jim Crow laws, Atlanta's black
population developed a network of
independent businesses, churches, and
community institutions, including a
remarkable cluster of five black colleges
around Atlanta University.
While the colleges gave black Atlanta
intellectual freedom, Auburn Avenue, the
community's commercial hub, provided jobs
dependent on black consumers, not white
bosses. Together, commerce, schools, and
churches forged a strong middle class in the
black community.
Auburn Avenue was considered the almost
nucleus so far as black businesses throughout
America was concerned. It had more financial
institutions than any other city. Atlanta was a
business Mecca.
John Wesley Dobbs, coined the phrase "Sweet
Auburn" Avenue because it said it was more
sugar in that one block than in anywhere else
in America. More concentration of financing.

1

sweetauburn.us
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Several churches located along the avenue,
such as Big Bethel AME and First
Congregational, helped build and maintain
the heritage of the street. The Royal Peacock
Club provided an elegant setting where many
African Americans could perform and bring
the changing styles of black popular music to
Atlanta. Originally called the Top Hat Club
when it opened in 1938, the club hosted local
talent and national acts such as B.B. King,
the Four Tops, the Tams and Atlanta's own
Gladys Knight. One of the many significant
commercial buildings within the district is
the Atlanta Life Insurance Company. The
second largest black insurance company in
the United States, Atlanta Life Insurance was
founded in 1905 by Alonzo Herndon, a former
slave from Walton County, Georgia. The
company steadily grew so that by 1910, there
were more than 42 branch offices. The
central building of the Atlanta Life Insurance
Company complex is a Beaux Arts building
facing Auburn Avenue. The district also
includes the Rucker Building, Atlanta's first
black-owned office building, constructed in
1904 by businessman and politician Henry A.
Rucker. The Atlanta Daily World, the first
black-owned daily newspaper, was founded
here in 1928. *

1

sweetauburn.us
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The Royal Peacock
The playbills eventually would read like a
genre-defining “who’s who” of American
music: Muddy Waters, B.B. King, Fats
Domino, Aretha Franklin, Howlin’ Wolf, the
Orioles, the Drifters, Wilson Pickett, Gladys
Knight, Stevie Wonder, Dinah Washington, Ben
E. King, Sam & Dave, Miles Davis, Dizzy
Gillespie, Big Mama Thornton, Sam Cooke,
The Four Tops, LaVern Baker, the Isley
Brothers and on and on.
The biggest draws, though, remembers Scott,
were Jackie Wilson, Otis Redding, Marvin
Gaye and “Little Richard” Penniman, who
invariably worked up such a sweat that his
pancake makeup streamed in muddy rivulets
all over the piano keys, requiring hours of
post-show scrubbing. Drawing on the
inimitable poetry that made “Tutti Frutti” a
hit, the Macon-born “architect of rock ’n’
roll” described the sounds emanating from
the Peacock as a force that “regenerates the
heart and makes the liver quiver, the bladder
spatter and the knees freeze.”
With all of the brothers and sisters—and,
later on, a trickle of reverent white hipsters
who hovered as inconspicuously as possible in
back—flocking to the Peacock in the 1950s
and ’60s, it became known as the South’s
version of the Apollo Theater.*

‘As hot as it could get!’
According to the fire
marshal, The Peacock could
hold about 350 but often
teemed with hundreds more,
standing on tables and chairs
to glimpse the nimble
footwork on stage. The lines
for shows would snake all
the way around the block
and—with all of the fedoras,
flasks and flirting—offered
their own compelling
pageantry.*

http://georgiamusic.org/royal-peacock/
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Section 2.2
Site analysis
How can an area once fit for a king,
Now be more of a nightmare than a fulfillment of a
dream. . .
-Zachery Terry
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Sweet auburn
Atlanta, ga
The chosen site for this thesis is in the
historic neighborhood of Sweet Auburn
Avenue in Atlanta Georgia.
Sweet Auburn Neighborhood was chosen
because it is an area in need of
redevelopment and restoration not only
architecturally, but also socially.
Due to a number of political, economical and
demographic factors, combined with the
division of the I75/85 highway, Sweet Auburn
Avenue has declined dramatically from its
golden era which lasted from the 1920’s to
1960’s.
In its current state, it does not provide a
destination for tourists or locals alike,
deserted lots, closed businesses and
abandoned business invite unsavory activities
and perhaps most importantly, the area fails
to properly represent the primary landmark
in the neighborhood: The Martin Luther King
Jr. Historic site, visitor center, and burial
grounds.

Atlanta

The goal is to use architecture and urban
design strategies to stimulate social
interaction and gathering.
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Georgia

Jackson St.

Courtland Ave.

More specifically, the site is a 0.6 mile stretch in between Edgewood Avenue and Auburn Avenue from the intersecting streets of Jackson St and Courtland Avenue.
The site area is bookended east by The Martin Luther King Memorial Site and west by the Auburn Avenue Research Library.
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Edgewood Avenue:
Direction: East and West
Daily Traffic count” 10,500
Courtland Street
Direction: South
Daily traffic count: 9,120
Jackson Avenue
Direction: North and South
Daily traffic count: 6,250

Auburn Avenue

Edgewood Avenue

Piedmont Avenue
Direction: North
Daily Traffic count: 10,400

Pedestrian Circulation
Exists along sidewalks that flank both sides of
Auburn Avenue and Edgewood Avenue.
With very few attractions and public spaces
lining the streets, the sidewalk is just a path
to a destination, not a destination itself. The
condition of the streets are in fair condition,
however the curb appeal leaves much to be
desired.
Venturing off the sidewalks leads to
unpredictable experiences that are not
guaranteed to be enjoyable or safe.
Finally, pedestrian walking is not encouraged
by presence of the streetcar which offers a
cleaner, safer, more enjoyable transport
throughout the area.
24

Jackson St.

Piedmont Ave.

Auburn Avenue
Direction: east and west
Daily Traffic count: 3,810

Courtland St.

Vehicular traffic & Circulation

Public Space
Within the area of focus there is a lack of
public space and areas for people to gather
socially.
The only park in the site area is John Wesley
Dobbs Park which is more of a memorial than
a social gathering space because there are no

Jackson St.

areas to sit or encourage congregation.

The Atlanta Streetcar
The most significant development in the site
area of recent was the addition of the Atlanta
streetcar that currently provides public
transportation from Jackson Street to
Streetcar Westbound

Streetcar Eastbound
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Centennial Olympic park

Infill

SCLC
International HQ

1 of 1 Beauty
Salon

Prince Hall

Room Escape

SCLC

Fun House

Women’s Inc.

Masonic Building
Lodge

Infill has also contributed to the
disorganization of Auburn Avenue. Several of
the blocks were once completely owned by
one entity and every building on that block
reflected that entity's identity. While many of
the blocks still show signs of black ownership
that was established decades ago, over time
businesses have left, leaving area of vacancy
and other businesses that were not apart of
the original ownership have moved in
creating a hodge podge of random clusters
that are programmatically dysfunctional.

Supreme

Haugabrooks

Fish Delight
Restaurant

Funeral Home
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Cox Brothers

EF Robinson

Traces of Fiji

Realty

Hair Weave shop Funeral Home
Big Mouth

Havana

Ben Stores

Cigars

Caribbean
restaurant

Silver Moon

Big Bethel Youth

Bethel Towers

Barber Shop

Rec Center

Apartments

Sweet Auburn
Grocery Store

Big Bethel AME

Auburn Dental

Big Bethel AME

Federal
Credit Union

Care

Church

Jackson St.

Mangos

The Royal
Peacock
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Land use
Low Density Commercial
High Density Commercial

Zoning / Land Use
The site dos not have a balanced land use.
Commercial dominates the area on Auburn
and Edgewood and in between. Mixed use
lines the south edge of Auburn. This creates
an environment that is business focused and
not socially focused.
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Historic District Future Plans
Restoration by the The Historic District
development Cooperation (HDDC) has slowly
ben underway in regards to the residential
area where Dr. King resided as a child.
However, this progress has been sluggish
almost to a halt. The HDDC also envisioned a
urban scale master plan redevelopment in
2013, but this vision has yet to be started let
alone implemented.
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Potential Sites
Throughout there are several abandoned lots
and building that are vacant and/or no longer
in business. These areas will be looked at as
potential locations to be nodes or elements
of the design intervention.

Overpass
There is also potential beneath or above the
I75/85 overpass. The Atlanta Streetcar
maintenance and housing shop is located
under the bridge. This can be relocated and
that space can be transformed into a socially
activated space that reconnects the
neighborhood.
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Section 2.3
Precedents
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Superkilen
Big architects
Superkilen is a 355,000 square foot urban park in
Copenhagen. It was designed through an intense
public participation process with the surrounding
community, representing the voices of more than 60
nationalities in one of the most ethnically and
economically diverse neighborhoods in Denmark.
The project includes a variety of features to
support physical activity and community gathering,
including swings, monkey bars, a boxing ring, slides,
punching bags, skateboard ramps, and a bicycle
lane that runs through the entire site. Superkilen
encourages adults and kids alike to be more active
while celebrating the diversity of the neighborhood.
This project was awarded the 2013 AIA National
Award for Regional & Urban Design.
The park is conceptually divided into three
different zones of activity: the Red Square is an
area for sports, cultural activities, and a weekly
marketplace; the Black Square is the “urban living
room” where locals can meet and play chess or
backgammon; and the Green Park is a green
landscape and playground where families with
children can meet for picnics, sunbathing, and
breaks in the grass.
The design team commented that the impetus for
including health-promoting strategies in the project
was to create a dynamic, public space for the
neighborhood. A space that includes opportunities
for physical activity is a way to keep the community
engaged and not only do the bike paths, boxing
rings, slides and monkey bars promote physical
health, but they also promote a healthy community.
36

Surrounding Land use / Zoning
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Green Area - Landscape/ Playground
Black Area - Urban Living Room
Red Area - Sports/ Activity

Having the park surrounded by residential land use is key in
providing a sense of ownership to the those living in the
community. The park and its separate elements feel like it is
connected to the community as whole and blurs the line of an
edge between two different types of programmatic zones.
Sprinkled around the perimeter is mixed use and rarely is there
any commercial zones near the park.
The lack of commercial presence validates the idea that the
Superkilen is primarily focused on human social qualities and
health - not consumer driven areas that are masked by the
term pavilion, plaza, and park that we see all too often.
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Enclosure but not Isolation
The Superkilen Park is surrounded but not suffocated
by buildings that are several stories high. This forms
clearly defined edge walls around the park area but
they are placed in such a way they do not form a
barrier.
The tall wall of the residential buildings encourage
inward focus on the park itself. While one is in the
park the vistas outward are very limited and almost
entirely impeded by the surrounding buildings.
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Circulation within urban
fabric
Superkilen brilliantly demonstrates how the senses of
enclosure and openness can coexist. Despite the
walled off interior, street penetrations allow for
access to the public at many points. The circulation
is not forced, instead it is a continuation of the
urban fabric therefore the connections of vehicular
roads, bicycle lanes and pedestrian sidewalks
become an extension of the park itself.
With these many nodes, control is still in place. The
west side of Superkilen has many more nodes that
the east side. This appears to be because to the west
is another park with athletic fields, whereas to the
east is a zone of commercial buildings.
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Hua Qiang Bei
Workac and zhubo
design firms
The design responds to the area’s
growing commercial character which has
unfortunately created traffic
problems. For the proposal, the road
becomes a series of “strategic
interventions” where “five iconic
lanterns”, (twisting bands of required
program) create unique, visible
destinations through a process of “urban
acupuncture”.
The lanterns’ size makes them visible
across the street, and they also provide
shade during the day and glow with
activity during the night. Each lantern
contains special destination public
programs such as an electronics museum,
an urban information hub or a “figure
eight” observation pavilion.
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Wayfinding and branding
The use of form and material equidistantly spaced
throughout the site provides easy identification
and wayfinding markers. Though all of the
structures are different in form, the same design
language is the same. This particular language
also contrasts the language of the site’s
immediate surrounding context. This makes the
family of structures stand out even more and
becomes an effective visual way to connect
structures that are not physically connected.

Application to Auburn Avenue
Auburn Avenue currently suffers from a lack of

visual identity and unity. The historic architecture
is there, the historic landmarks all in varying
levels of condition, however the area does not
emit the feeling of having it’s own brand or voice
and I believe this precedent shows a possible
solution for this problem.
44

Comparative sweet auburn landmarks vs
Hua Qiang Bei Clear and evident landmarks organized throughout the site
invite the visitor to want to visit them all and by virtue of doing so,
engage the rest of the site which may not be a landmark necessarily but
cannot be ignored.
The design of the landmarks establish a recognizable brand that is
unmistakable and strengthens the unity of the site.

Auburn Avenue suffers from disjointed wayfinding due to its unorganized
location of landmarks throughout the site.
The buildings that are landmarks do not share a recognizable design
language which further isolates each building and contributes to the lack
of unity throughout the site.
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Vancouver Pedestrian Land Bridge
Location: Vancouver, WA
Architect: Jones and Jones
Klickitat Trail was the key passage to the Columbia for many Native American tribes. With construction of Highway 14 and the railroad, this connection was severed
for many years. Vancouver Land Bridge renews the link. The Land Bridge is part of the Confluence Project, a collaboration between Northwest tribes, civic groups
and artists to celebrate the Lewis & Clark Bicentennial and the area’s rich history.

This concept would involve Bridging over the I 75/ I85
connector where it covers Auburn Avenue and Edgewood
Avenue. This creates a space 20 feet above the above the
interstate and 40 feet above the ground that can be an
elevated public space with ample room for a variety of
program. Physically and symbolically bridging over the
highway - the object that divided the area. Additionally
program can be introduced beneath the underpass to also
activate that space.
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Boston’s “Big Dig”
Boston relocated miles of urban highway underground and famously
tunneled under its harbor to add a new interstate loop.
The most expensive highway project in U.S. history, the Big Dig cost
$15 billion
Construction time : 15 years (2002-2007)
This concept embraces the Boston Big Dig and
submerges the interstate I-75/85 below ground. This
gives the ground back to the people and physically
and visually removes the interstate completely. This
produces a large expanse of land with an abundance
of opportunity for a variety of program - not only in
the east-west direction along Auburn Ave and
Edgewood Ave, but also in the north-south direction
above the submerged interstate. This project though
feasible would be the most ambitious, require the
most time to execute and be the most expensive
option.
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What would our built environment be like if sensory response,
sentiment, and memory were critical design factors, more vital even
than structure and program?
-Joy Monice Malnar
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Sound

Anechoic Chamber,
South Bank University,
London
LSBU School of built
environment
The walls of foam blades absorb nearly every sound
the crackling of you sinus, movement of blood, and
heartbeats. This results in a hyper awareness of
one’s own body and it’s existence in the space.
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Taste

Chocolate Room,
American Pavilion,
Venice
Edward Ruscha
Using the scent of chocolate to stimulate the
taste buds, sense of smell as well as the many
euphoric affects that result from chocolate.
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Smell

The Art of Scent, Museum of Art
and Design, New York City
Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Perfumes and colognes are known to provoke emotional
responses. However smell is also associated with remembrances
and evoke memories. Which can make each person’s experience
in such a space completely unique and individualistic.

Diller Scofidio + Renfro adventured into the realms of sensory
design in New York. Their installation at the Museum of Art and
Design launched as the first major exhibition to focus on
fragrance as an artistic medium rather than just a consumer
product controlled by luxury brands.
Smell is the sense most associated with reminiscence, and each
of the invisible artworks aimed to evoke memories and affect
thought patterns of visitors. The minimalist architecture
employed by DS+R framed this experience beautifully, with
fragrances emanating from a series of subtle dimples and pleats
within the gallery walls.
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Touch

Hazelwood School, Glasgow
Alan Dunlop
Hazelwood School was designed specifically for children who are
“dual sensory impaired” – they are both blind and deaf – meaning
the sense of touch was infinitely more crucial in fostering their
independence and aiding their orientation around the building.

Dunlop developed a meandering plan that allows children of
multiple disabilities to follow a linear route through the building,
avoiding maze-like conditions. Furthermore, the interior walls
are clad with multiple textured materials, which pupils can
follow with their hands to make sense of their whereabouts
within the school.
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Section Summary:








Create social gathering spaces
Establish sense of unity throughout site
Add new ways to circulate through site
Establish an identity within area
Introduce new design language that respects historic context
Incorporate phenomenology within spaces designed
Provide programmatic balance / land use
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Section 3
Design proposal
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The DNA of Sweet Auburn still exists,
it just needs to be rediscovered, reinvented, resurrected
I believe the spirit that made Sweet Auburn what I once was is still alive - though barely. For decades it has been smothered by lack of investment, lack of
financial resources, infill and the inability to stay relevant.
All of these mishaps have led to attempts to recover, however most have at best been band-aids that may or may not connect with the vernacular architecture or
aura of the neighborhood.
Architecturally there have been attempt to establish a new language throughout the area. The design style of The Sweet Auburn Research library and The New
Ebenezer Church are departures from the existing architecture, however this new design language has not yet been implemented enough throughout the site
making these two buildings appear more as isolated structures rather than a model for new construction to follow suit.
Programmatically the development of the past forty years have been primarily commercial and civic. Mixed use has also been implemented and student residence
housing for the nearby Georgia State University. While this development is important for commerce and business, it ignores public space.
The addition of the Atlanta Streetcar on one hand stimulates activity as visitors can use it for easy transport into to the area to visit the landmarks and
attractions. And it provides an alternative to residents who would otherwise drive outside of the neighborhood to work, school, or to Downtown where Centennial
Olympic Park, The Georgia World Congress Center, Philips Arena and the Mercedes Benz Stadium, and many other high profile attractions exist on the other end of
the streetcar line. From observations on personal site visits, in regards to Sweet Auburn, since there are only a few destinations within the area of focus the
street car is being used more so to go through or out of Sweet Auburn and not to destinations within Sweet Auburn.
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The Missing Ingredient: Social Gathering SPace
All of these new developments over the past four decades - whether successful or not, have neglected one major typology: public space or the social gathering
space. Whether this is a small parks for people to gather or a large park allowing for people to visit, stay and enjoy, the area of focus in this thesis suffers from
the lack of the social gathering space.
With no public space within the half mile stretch of Auburn Avenue, A social gathering space that attracts residents and visitors alike through the means of a
varied, flexible program and a host of activities.
A place where one can go to meet a friend or two just to chat.
A place where a group of kids gather after school to play or engage in extracurricular activities
A place where long time residents and first time visitors intermingle to explore phenomenal interaction
A place where one can enjoy live entertainment be it Visually and/or Sonically.
This area should also have a minimal incorporation of commercial spaces as they tend serve as temporary habitation and only encourage those who have money to
spend. This distracts from the pure idea of gathering freely.
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The first decision: How to repair the scar
To keep the overpass or remove it
The initial and most important decision is how to
address the element that divided the neighborhood
in the first place: The I-75/ I-85 downtown
connector.
The interstate overpass soars above Auburn Avenue
and Edgewood Avenue at 16 feet from ground level.

This leaves a column filled area of 1,292 linear feet
and an area of approximately 103,400 sq. feet
Auburn Avenue

Edgewood Avenue
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Interstate I-75/ I-85
Keeping the overpass allows for the opportunity to
convert the dividing scar into an area of
connection.
This could be done in one of a few ways:

Reprogram the underside of the bridge and adjacent
blocks to allow for social gathering throughout and
allowing the underpass area to be celebrated as the
focal point and main gathering space.

Designing a bridge above the interstate that would
continue the social gathering space from the ground
up to 40 feet above ground level and 20 feet above
the interstate. This literally reconnects the divided
sides and covers the interstate as if it is not there.
Interstate I-75/ I-85
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To submerge the Interstate
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Submerging the overpass below ground completely
removes the scar and gives a massive amount of
area back to the neighborhood.
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The submerge would begin and end where the
downtown connector currently elevates from
ground level at the north and south ends.

The uncovered area would yield 4900 linear feet
and an area of 820,000 square feet. on the ground
in the North - South direction.

Auburn Avenue

Edgewood Avenue
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The decision: Submerge the Interstate
While either option were valid ideas that could be implemented as a
solution to the problem, submerging the interstate was the idea chosen
for a number of reasons.
The large area reclaimed by submerging the interstate provides ample
space to apply the varied program I felt is necessary to resurrect the
neighborhood. This in combination with the east-west strip between
Auburn Avenue and Edgewood Avenue would provide opportunity for a
expansive intervention that could transform the site and establish its
new identity.

The option to reprogram beneath the site, was a more subtle option
and still permitted the interstate to divide the neighborhood. I
concluded this would not make the strong statement necessary to
revitalize the area.

The option to build above the interstate presented pedestrian safety
concerns and uncertainties of its ability to attract the necessary density
to become a social gathering space. Structurally this idea also
presented some complications given having to design supports from the
ground, around and through the interstate up to the level above the
highway.
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2050’

2690’
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Program reorganization
The next order of business was to establish a new programmatic order
within the newly acclaimed space. I felt the best way to do this would
be by identifying every building within the site, documenting it’s
current status as:
Active or Inactive
Occupied or vacant
In good condition, bad condition, or in need of renovation
To keep or not to keep and/or relocate
Nearly 100 buildings accurately were identified and given an assessment
and plan of action. Abandoned building and lots were seen as potential
areas for relocation of existing buildings or new construction.
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Historic Preservation
Next I felt the need to identify the buildings that had
historic value to the area. There are several building
that emphasize the architecture that gave Sweet Auburn
it’s identity during it’s glory days. Those I wanted to
preserve and if necessary relocate within the site. Many
of these building have iconic significance that are tied to
the DNA of what made Auburn so sweet and I wanted to
preserve that as well. Not only for historic sentimental
value, but out of appreciation for the vernacular. And
while this thesis is not merely a recreation on Sweet
Auburn, design ques and hints from this vernacular could
inspire new construction as well.
Among the building identified were the following:

Prince Hall Masonic Temple & Tabor Building

Wheat Street Baptist Church

Built: 1937

Rebuilt 1917

Architectural Style: Renaissance Revival

Architectural Style: Gothic Revival
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Big Bethel AME

Odd Fellows Building and Auditorium

Restored Between 1920-1930

Built: 1912

Architectural Style: Initially Victorian but
transformed to Romanesque Revival

Architectural Style: Tudor Revival architecture
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Design Intent & Objectives

The idea is to provide spaces that allow for social gathering and a
site that nurtures a spatio-sensory construct. The site is to be
composed of a collection of public spaces that are both structured
enough for identification yet flexible enough where the uses can
be defined by the users.
Create multiple gathering spaces
Meandering pathways to promote pedestrian circulation
Minimize automobile necessity within site area
Provide community center
Provide cultivation area Inspired by colleges
After School Programs
Trade schools
Art Gallery
Museum
Performing arts
Provide Entertainment area - Inspired by the Royal Peacock
Night clubs,
Comedy clubs
Bars
Restaurant
Increase Residential

All of which promote Dr. Martin Luther King’s message of unity.
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New Program organization

The existing program of Auburn and Edgewood is
hampered by the current land use and zoning which is
primarily commercial with very little residential and
greenspace on the outskirts of the neighborhood.

The proposed program distribution is more balanced.
Increasing residential encourages long-term residents to
help grow the community. Designating blocks to civic use
establishes mini-districts and solves the problem that
infill created by having contrasting businesses next to
one another.
The blocks between Auburn and Edgewood are dedicated
to flexible public green spaces while the area that was
once covered by the interstate will have built public
spaces. All of these zones are connected in the middle
where the community center marks where I-75/ I-85
covered Auburn and Edgewood.
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Unity Park
Of Sweet Auburn
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Auburn Avenue

Edgewood Avenue
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Unity Park East Quadrant
The east quadrant of Unity Park is a
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collection of spaces that contrast
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and compliment each other. As one

e

moves through the experience
fluctuates to produce areas of
intimate pockets followed by open
public spaces. Where one part is
dense with foliage, the adjacent
space is bare. Where one area
elevates the flanking areas remain
at ground level. All of these nuances
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are connected by pathways which
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have destination points along the
way as they intertwine three
dimensionally weaving above and
below one another. The destinations
along them include children’s
playground, barbeque and picnic
area, and elevated memorial park

1. Elevated memorial park
2. Wheat Street Tower Housing
3. Edgewood Tower Housing
4. Playground
5. Barbeque & Picnic

crowned by a water feature.
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Unity Park Community center
The community center is the

8

centerpiece of the master plan.
Placed in the middle of the site area
and marking the exact spot where I75/ I-85 interstate bridged over

7

Auburn and Edgewood Avenue. The
building receives the pathways from

6
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all four directions and operates as

e

8

the binding knot or bowtie for the
community. This signifies how The
community center is made up of the
people in the community and also
how the community center supports
the community by nurturing and
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grooming those individuals of the
community.
Extending out of and to the west of
the community center is a flexible
amphitheater that features a

6. Community Center
7. Amphitheater
8. Elevated Paths

performance stage surrounded by a
body of water.
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The Community Center will consist of:

The majority of the program is elevated above the ground on the second and third
levels. This decision was made to prevent the building from interrupting the exterior
pedestrian flow at ground level and not allow the size and scale of the building to
dominate the space.

Ballrooms
Conference rooms
Offices

There are gathering spaces on the different roof levels that are connected to the
elevated paths.

Indoor athletic complex
Indoor aquatic space
And more.

West Elevation

East Elevation

North Elevation

South Elevation
81

Unity Park west Quadrant
The west quadrant of Unity Park

11

features an extended body of water
that is crisscrossed by the walking
pathways at ground level. Also at

12

the body of water are mini
boardwalks that can be used for
intimate seating areas or small
group gathering. This area also

9

functions as a public pool with pool
slides for kids. This provides a
unique experience for Atlanta as
bodies of water are rare in the city.
The pathways both now at the

10

ground level terminate at the Sweet
Auburn History Library. One path
passes by the renovated Apex
museum which will feature a large
plaza.

9. Boardwalks
10. Public Pool
11. Sweet Auburn History
Library
12. Apex Museum
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Unity Park north quadrant
The North quadrant of Unity Park is

19

defined as the Cultivation area. This
area has buildings consisting of

18

program that nurtures and develops
young adult members of the
community.
Trade schools

13

16

20

Community gardens
Rooftop greenhouses
This areas continues the spirit of the
Historic colleges that thrived in
Sweet Auburn half a century ago.
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The two pathways start at ground
level, but one steadily elevates and
provides access to the rooftops of 2
of the buildings before continuing on
to the community center. The other
path stays at ground level and winds

13. Trade School
14, Community Garden
15. Rooftop Green Houses
16. Flexible Classrooms
17. Café
18. Bookstore

it way to community center while
being flanked on one side by the
buildings and the other by fragrant
trees.
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Unity Park south quadrant
The south quadant of Unity Park will
be dubbed as the entertainment

27

area. This is where the program
accommodates the nightlife with:

25

Night clubs

24

23
26

Comedy stands
Live music clubs
Bars and pub.
This area draws its spirit from the

22

21

historic Royal Peacock ands trives to
keep that idea of having a carefree
good time.
The pathways here once again start
at ground level, and one gradually
elevates to connect to the second
level of the community center.

21. Night Club
22. Comedy Club
23. Music Club
24. Restaurant & Bar
25. Theater
26. Night Club
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Building organization

This historic map of Atlanta was consulted to inform how the
buildings were to be oriented on the site. Long before the vehicle
and downtown connector, the railroads had a strong influence of
street network. In this map we see a clear grid system for roughly
90 percent of the city, however in the middle is a diagonal grid
that contradicts the formality established by the traditional grid.
These diagonals clearly run along and parallel to the railroad and
were functional. Today this rebellious diagonal grid still exists and
the entertainment area seemed to fit this persona. Therefore the
buildings of the entertainment area ( bars, clubs, nightlife, etc)
are aligned with this diagonal grid.
In contrast, the cultivation area consisting of building with more
formal, structured program (Trade school, Gardens, bookstore)
follow the traditional grid established in its area.
This methodology also connects the buildings with their respective
surrounding context and the existing street network.
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Entertainment
Cultivation
89

Sequential Procession
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Historically inspired Streetscape
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Section 4
reflection
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On My Primary Thesis Advisor

On Thesis
Overall, I am satisfied with the result of my thesis in regards to its objective: a
problem was identified and a potential solution was produced. Could it have
been further developed? Sure. Could it have been more successful? Of course.
But personally I know the effort was invested to the best of my ability to arrive
at the best solution.
Challenges
One of the most challenging aspects of my thesis was dealing with the urban
scale and all the elements within this particular project. In previous studios I
have dealt with urban projects, however not to the degree of detail this thesis
required. With my site being its size, the scaler flux challenged me. Where I was
accustomed to working with physical study models in the past, the scale was so
large, I found it was more time efficient and effective to deal with this project in
the digital realm.
What if. . .
My initial thesis idea that was approved in thesis prep semester was not approved
when I entered thesis research semester, and nearly all of the progress I had
made in thesis prep was no longer of value requiring a start from scratch. Though
I have no regrets, I cannot help but wonder by how much this thesis could have
been further developed had I had the extra semester to dedicate to it. All in all I
feel I made a successful recovery and adjustment.
Keep it movin’
What I learned was time management is of the essence when it comes to thesis.
Not so much as allocating time for thesis, but more so knowing when to stop a
phase and move on to the next phase. You have to accept the fact that the
research, despite being given a full semester towards it alone, is NEVER done. No
matter how much information you find, there will always be more history to be
discovered, more analysis to conduct and account for in your design, etc. and
though you realize the more I research or analyze the better my design will be,
there has to be a defined cutoff point or else the project will never get designed.
Learning how not to get stuck and keep things moving was a challenge that I
believe will be valuable in the future as I deal with real deadlines.
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I was more than satisfied with Professor Dytoc as my thesis advisor. I actually believed he
was best suited for my initial thesis idea which was more architectural and less urban.
I think this transition to an urban project from an architectural one was a concern for
both of us at the beginning if he was to remain my primary advisor.
There were a couple of times where he mentioned to me that he wasn’t sure he was
best suited for certain parts of my urban project and I appreciated his honesty, and he
advising me to consult with other professors who specialized in urban design.
Working together
I believe my thesis challenged Professor Dytoc to embrace a type of project that was not
the norm for him and in the end It became a learning experience for us both.
I appreciated the approach he took which was a balance of hands-on and hands-off. This
had pros and cons, however I felt it had more pro’s than con’s. The best part about this
approach, it allowed me to own my thesis by making progress first then allowing him to
check my progress and give useful feedback and suggestions. This catered to my personal
style as I love to explore and learn through experience as opposed to having an advisor
that felt the need to hold my hand every step of the way, or needed to be watching over
my shoulder to make sure I was making the best decision.
Looking forward
Coming from a personal experience, as a student who was not fortunate to have a
semester with only one or two classes, I had a full load of 4 classes. This automatically
cause scheduling conflicts, that have to be managed by the student. One element that
was not so successful in my case was my thesis advisors operated on unique schedule
causing due dates and presentations to be held on a number of days that were also when
I had an exam, or assignment due in another class. I juggled this the best I could, but
would have better if this were not the case. Quite naturally thesis took priority, and my
grades in other classes suffered due to this. So I would suggest in the future with
students in my situation or similar, that the thesis advisors be considerate of the nonarchitecture class schedules.
In summary I believe I chose the best advisor for both my project and personality.
Thank you Professor Dytoc.
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Dedications

In loving memory of my Mother Pamela,
Who also was my primary academic teacher grades 1-12 Without your sacrifices, none of this could have been possible.
I only hope to fulfill the potential of the opportunities you prepared me for.
May you forever rest in peace.
To my Father Barry,
Whose hard work and sacrifices paved the way for our family to be what we have become.
To my wife Krystle,
For being the primary driving force and encouragement for me to never give up and be the best that I can be.
To My Sister Akirah,
For being inspirational in ways you are not even aware of.
To Ms. Mary Neely,
For all of your assistance, advising and creative solutions for non-traditional students that directly resulted in
my successful completion of this architecture program.
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The best is yet to come. . .

